research, e.g., the nature of memory persistence, but Here we review the recent literature on reconsolidaalso to potential applications, e.g., targeted erasure of tion and infer, on the basis of the majority of the data, stubborn traumatic memories.
the conclusions we make. We will then proceed to probehavior is indeed a direct or indirect consequence of this inhibition. It can be seen that (1) a substantial numpose a framework model, which addresses the aforementioned questions and is intended to serve as a heuber of laboratories find that, upon reactivation in retrieval, performance guided by specific items in memory ristic platform for further research.
is markedly suppressed by the application of the protein synthesis inhibitors, leading to what could be considThe Basic Re-Findings ered, for the sake of discussion, postreactivation amneReports of reconsolidation from the late 1960s until a sia; (2) this phenomenon is reported for a variety of few years ago were recently reviewed (Sara, 2000; species, ranging from invertebrates to primitive verteNader, 2003; Dudai, 2004) and need not be rereviewed brates to rodents to humans; (3) all the studies listed in here. Instead, we will focus on the more recent studies. Table 1 are based on punishment or aversive training  The well-established, standard type of consolidation  (but see Table 2 ). (4) Memory reactivation time was comblocker used in memory consolidation experiments is monly a day after training (reflection of the cellular bioa protein synthesis inhibitor (Davis and Squire, 1984). logical belief that memory at 24 hr is already long-term, Anisomycin is the most popular, being considered a reladiscussed in Dudai, 2002b), but some studies sampled tively specific inhibitor that blocks the peptidyl transferase memory a few days or even weeks after training. Even reaction on the ribosome; other inhibitors are also occawithout delving into the specifics of each study, given sionally used, including puromycin, whose site of action the latest surge of reports, let alone combined with earoverlaps that of anisomycin, and cycloheximide, which lier studies, the phenomenology clearly deserves furblocks the translocation reaction on the ribosome. None ther scrutiny. of these agents is completely specific (e.g., Kyriakis et al., 1994). differ from those activated in acquisition and consolidation, but it is yet unclear how much of this activity is subserve consolidation and reconsolidation, respectively. A dissociation has been reported in the role of related to reconsolidation. amygdalar nuclei in conditioned taste aversion: whereas protein synthesis in the central amygdala nucleus is System Signatures Differences between consolidation and reconsolidation required for acquisition but not extinction, and in the basolateral amygdala for extinction but not acquisition, in the temporal response of the behavioral system, and in the susceptibility to blockers, were noted already over issue in reconsolidation research. Lack of reversal of amnesia could support storage deficit interpretations, 30 years ago. These included both increased and decreased sensitivity of reconsolidation to blocking agent, similar to the type of deficit assumed to occur after consolidation blockade. In contrast, reversibility of amfaster onset of amnesia in reconsolidation blocking, and a shorter time window of susceptibility to blocking (renesia favors retrieval or performance deficit interpretations. The tools used to tackle this question are the viewed in Dudai, 2004). Differences in system response were also found in more recent studies. The dose of same ones used in the study of extinction. Extinction is considered relearning and not unlearning because of anisomycin used to block initial consolidation had no effect on reconsolidation in passive avoidance ( Taubenfour . In yet memory. Since extinction is relearning, not unlearning another study, increasing the intensity of the reactiva-(see also below), it is difficult to see how consolidation tion cue overcame the inability of older fear memory to blockers enhance extinction; yet, given that behavioral reconsolidate, but still, the old memory was significantly performance could be the outcome of the activity of less susceptible than the younger one ( 
Interim Conclusions
or even mainly, to create associations and retrieval links (The major exception perhaps being very simple modifiTaken together, the data show that renewed transient susceptibility of reactivated long-term memory to conable reflexes or segments of such reflexes studied in isolation from the rest of the nervous system.). These solidation blockers occurs in a variety of species and memory paradigms; reconsolidation shares attributes links render the new memory item retrievable and hence usable (Dudai, 2004). The formation of retrieval links and molecular substrates with consolidation, but the processes are mechanistically nonidentical; the outmight be subserved by synaptic recruitment and growth, shown in some systems to correlate with long-term come of reconsolidation blockade may be interpreted as retrieval or performance deficit, but this is not a definitive memory. In such a scenario, blockade of consolidation immediately after acquisition might prevent the formaconclusion; and there is evidence that the process that is manifested in reconsolidation itself consolidates. tion of all retrieval links and render the memory item behaviorally undetectable. This would be practically indistinguishable from a storage deficit. We hence concur A Framework Model So, is "reconsolidation" a misnomer? At face value, if with the notion that the debate on the role of storage/ retrieval deficits in retrograde amnesia deserves revis-"re" implies faithful recapitulation, it is. But the question arises, first, should we expect faithful recapitulation at iting (e.g., Millin et al., 2001). Therefore, at the current state of the art, using storage/retrieval deficit criteria to all, and second, at what level of analysis should the question be posed? It is questionable whether detailed compardifferentiate between the functions of consolidation and reconsolidation is not very fruitful. ison of consolidation in two different systems, or even two different protocols in the same system, would yield We propose a heuristic interpretational framework for the reconsolidation data that deviates from the chronic identical mechanistic descriptions. It is therefore risky to draw sweeping conclusions from mechanistic differstorage/retrieval debate. At the same time, it conforms to the maxim of parsimony, that entities should not be ences observed between consolidation and reconsolidation. As a matter of fact, many molecular components multiplied without necessity. Drawing particularly upon those studies that find reconsolidation in young but not are shared by both phenomena (Tables 1 and 2) . Given the inconclusiveness of the mechanistic comparison, it old long-term memories (Table 3) , we propose that reconsolidation is a manifestation of lingering consolidamight be more informative to shift the debate to the functional level, or, borrowing terminology from Marr tion. In this sense, it is not "re"consolidation, because consolidation did not come to a closure. In other words, (1982), to the computational theory level. The question then becomes: do consolidation and reconsolidation the idea is that, generally, memory consolidates over much longer periods than so far assumed (see also Litvin share functional goals?
In our opinion, in spite of the aforementioned reservaand Anokhin, 2000). The hypothesis goes as follows: tions concerning the limitation of current protocols that attempt to dissociate storage from retrieval deficits, the data so far do make a case for considering the amnesia This framework model is intended to serve as a trigger opportunity for consolidation blockers do not suffor tests of the above predictions as well as for proposfice, therefore, to delineate the onset and offset of ing alternative conceptual frameworks. The latter should consolidation of a memory item in the behaving subaccount for the susceptibility of reactivated but not nonject; rather, they are time locked to a distinct period reactivated long-term memories to amnestic agents and of network activity within the overall time window for the temporal gradient of this susceptibility. of progressive consolidation of that item and identify
In conclusion, we propose here that the phenomenon the recruitment of the specific cellular target that is a dubbed "reconsolidation" is a manifestation of lingering consequence of this activity. Indeed, consolidation consolidation, not recapitulation of a process that had windows described in the literature differ not only already come to a closure. Reconsolidation, as we interby the blocker used but also by the sampling time pret it, does not demote the concept of consolidation. after acquisition (e.g., McGaugh, 1966; Grecksch It only expands it, taking into account that, in real life, and Matthies, 1980; Przybyslawski et al., 1999). synapses and their cell bodies do not reside in isolation, (E) The effect of the blocker on a given part of the sysnor do they rest for the rest of their life after responding tem at a specific point in time reflects time-depento a modifying experience. Rather, they are dynamic dent balance between stability and plasticity; more elements in circuits that keep interacting with the world extensive reactivation periods promote more extenand updating their models of it. The main issue here is sive plasticity. not terminology. Although at the end of the day reconsol-(F) Over time, provided new experiences do not misidation may prove to be good old consolidation in dismatch experience-dependent expectations and deguise, the revitalized research in this field is bound to stabilize the system anew, progressive stabilization reaches a stage at which the representational netclarify what consolidation is in the first place and result
